
1 Nipah breaks out again in Kerala, claims 2 lives 

1 Retail inflation eases; food prices still bite 

3 Nagaland Assembly seeks exemption from UCC
ambit 

10 Drop the bad idea of simultaneous elections 

10 No filter 

10 Spotlighting another border point, the ‘rogue
channel’ 

11 Analysing where India stands in the G20 

12 Climate phenomena and food security 

13 How fraternity in India is different from the idea
enshrined in the Constitution 

14 SC refers plea against sedition law to a
Constitution Bench 

14 Farmers to approach SC against Indo -U.S. deal
on poultry 

16 G- 7 saved G -20 by agreeing to Declaration:
German envoy 

16 South Korea keen on joining Quad, says envoy
Chang Jae- bok 

16 Centre to start Ayushman Bhav health scheme
today 

17 Russian companies said to cease offering
discounts on fertiliser supplies to India 

18 India urges Sri Lanka government to keep its
promises on the Tamil issue 

II A canvas of racism, sexism: When AI reimagined
global health 

7 SC rejects Govt plea to defer hearing on
validity of sedition until House decision

7 South Korea committed to boosting defence
ties with India, says envoy

8 LAC focus as Rajnath inaugurates 90 border
infrastructure projects

8 Nagaland House resolution seeks exemption
from UCC

8 105 antiquities smuggled out of India return
home, 16 more on their way

10 A PRIVACY REPORT CARD

11 Africa at the high table

12 Nipah kills 2 in Kerala, 2 more test positive

12 Centre, Navy stitch together plan to revive
maritime heritage

12 For G20 leaders, a hamper full of India’s rich
crafts, organic produce

13 IISc develops technique to detect cancer early,
killing infected cells

15 Double whammy: High inflation, falling
consumer sentiment

15 G20's climate action promise

15 Gadkari mentions tax on diesel vehicles: why is
the fuel under pressure?

19 Singapore, US, UK top the outbound investment
list, includes 3 tax havens
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